About Sarah Brammeier
Sarah is a global executive coach and facilitator grounded in principles and practice of conflict resolution
and transactional analysis. She is known for her focus, challenge and relentless energy. In her work, she
creates space for reflection and practice so that participants create ways to lead more effectively. Sarah
does this by co-creating unique solutions with clients — wherever they work, whatever they face. She
ensures that learning groups develop ways to learn and challenge each other for use long after she
completes her time with them. Sarah regularly designs, leads & delivers leadership programs throughout
the world.
Sarah enjoys being able to collaborate with leaders who are changing the world of work through research,
entrepreneurship and innovation. Her corporate experience includes an international food and wellbeing
company, executive education at world-class business schools in Europe, the United States and China,
Gulf-based energy and financial organizations, and global strategic software consultancies.
Her credentials include an MA in International Peace Studies and an LLM in International Criminal Law.
Additionally, she has qualifications in Organizational Development and Educational Transactional Analysis.
Sarah is an ILM qualified executive coach.
In her spare time, you will find Sarah using her experience to provide pro bono coaching support to
UK-based social entrepreneurs. Sarah thrives working with executives in high change environments in the
Middle East & Europe. A British-American national, she lives in Oxford, UK.
Examples of Sarah’s work
● Designed and delivered a leadership program for a global software consultancy with a focus on
deepening consulting relationships and leadership style
● Facilitated a series of senior team off-sites with a focus on conflict management while delivering in
an ambiguous, uncertain global market
● Advised and supported organizational development professionals on leadership, coaching and
talent management strategies
● Led a team of consultants in the design and delivery of a strategic leadership program for executives
in the MENA region of a prominent gas and oil company
● Coached senior leaders within a healthcare organization as part of an organizational effectiveness
initiative
Accreditations
● Belbin Team roles
● Science of Happiness at Work™
● Transactional Analysis specialist
What our clients say about Sarah
“iOpener has transformed our participants displaying conspicuous excellence which sets them apart from
others. Overall, it has been a wonderful experience working with iOpener. iOpener has indeed inspired and
impacted our participants to be the best, and has exceeded our expectations.” Technical Coordinator
Operations, state owned petroleum company UAE
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“Sarah was great! Her kind, warm, and constructive demeanour made this journey smooth and insightful.”
HRG Legal Team
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